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Mysterious disappearances have plagued humanity throughout
Earth’s history. The Bermuda Triangle, spontaneous combustion, alien
abductions – all farfetched theories, but possibly closer to the truth
than anyone imagines.
In 1942, a young woman vanishes from a bar in war-torn France,
leaving behind an abandoned suitcase and a pile of ashes. In 1967, a
solitary accountant goes home after work, and all that’s left is a pile
of ashes in his bed. In 7013, a diminutive scientist attempts a daring
escape from a crumbling society inside the frozen Earth, only to
become ash himself. But when Trace Jackson of Florida goes on a
fishing excursion in his trusty boat, accompanied by his faithful dog
Skiff, he gets more than he bargained for when he comes upon a
Coast Guard cutter in distress.
When Trace awakens, he finds his boat beached in pure white
sand, and Skiff is nowhere around. But things quickly get strange
when a beautiful Seminole woman dressed in scraps of deerskin
follows Skiff to greet him. Trace knows he’s not in Kansas anymore –
not that he ever was – because this is just downright weird. And it just
keeps getting weirder when he realizes he and his dog and boat have
been transported to the Florida coast of 1818.
Can Trace hold onto the love of his life when his distant
ancestor, General Andrew Jackson, is determined to drive the
Seminoles from the land? Can Trace hold onto his sanity when he
suffers increasingly disturbing hallucinations and takes advice from a
talking osprey? Trace realizes there actually is an alien abduction
behind all this – a botched one at that. And far, far away, in a place
where time no longer has meaning, he meets his destiny ... on a moon
called Sun.
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~PRAISE FOR A MOON CALLED SUN~
It seems that aliens are trolling through Earth's history to pick
out people useful for their purpose, caring nothing for the welfare or
feelings of those people. The aliens are more alien than they initially
seem, and reality is ever-elusive. This is intriguingly different science
fiction/fantasy/horror, wildly ranging, sometimes hard-hitting, not for
maiden aunts. It is interesting and well told, with a considerable range
of imagination. Oh, the title? One of the artifacts of translation, as the
aliens try to find a term for their world that human folk will
comprehend, without getting it quite right.
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“Time does not exist. Space does not exist. Perhaps even
reason does not exist. Only a silence searching for the
infinite...”

~Constantine Tsatsos, philosopher
“There are no facts, only interpretations.”

~Friedrich Nietzsche, philosopher
“Women and cats will do as they please, and men and dogs
should relax and get used to the idea.”

~Robert A. Heinlein, author

Prelude
Broken blue fins tussling through puffs of celestial dust,
Warring species enduring cries of a vulgar, bloody mistrust.
Fighting for a moon called Sun that both could easily share,
Killing rather than compromise, though neither race would dare.
Two of an equal sum could not calculate their fate,
Playing as God by means of mortals thru portals of galactic spate.
Lust finds a way to fetch them in, bring them, change them all,
Shall each one perish to save your parish and watch the heavens fall?
There is one Earth and only one Earth, and the rest of the best decree,
I am Earthian, standing proud, and you’ll never steal Paradise thru me.
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Chapter 1
The Odd Remains of Steven J. Murphy’s Topless Women

~Spokane, Washington, 1967~

Steven J. Murphy dropped his toothbrush into its plastic holder as he
studied the haggard face reflecting from the bathroom mirror. A work of art
he wasn’t. He had been a low-level accountant for twenty-three years and
thought he looked every damn day of it. He was such an ordinary man, and
he hated being so damn ordinary. A bachelor by his own indecision, he
nonetheless resented being alone. He knew the people in his apartment and
office buildings thought him an unremarkable fellow in his funny tweed suits
and tightly knotted bowties. Regardless, he’d always make sure to tip his
fedora to the ladies and say an efficient ‘good day’ to the gentlemen in his
usual perfunctory manner. To be honest, Steven never wanted to know
anyone beyond this level of superficial pleasantries. He didn’t really care for
the people in his apartment or office buildings anyhow. Not a true artist in
the bunch.
Steven exhaled a heavy sigh.
He had toiled away at that same accounting firm for over two decades
and saved a tidy little nest egg. With this blood money, as he called it, he
planned on escaping to the Tahitian islands. He obsessed about it. He
thought about it every minute of every day. In fact, he was thinking about it
even now while gazing into those bloodshot eyes that looked back at him so
disapprovingly.
He breathed another lingering sigh.
It was 9:00 p.m. – bed time – and he was already behind schedule.
Therefore, he flossed his teeth much faster than he preferred and switched
off the florescent light of his painfully small bathroom. Kicking off his
slippers, he jumped into his twin bed and immediately opened his Big Book
of Impressionist Art by the French artist, Paul Gauguin. It was an evening
ritual to thumb through the prints and fantasize about the topless
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Polynesian women that Gauguin so lovingly painted in his pictures. Murphy
truly believed that he’d take off for the islands one day. Yep, he’d finally
work up the nerve to just disappear. He’d surprise them all – if anyone
cared.
*****
When the police forcibly entered Steven J. Murphy’s apartment on the
fifth floor of Macready Arms, all they found was a burned up twin bed and a
mound of human ash piled neatly upon a scorched pillow. Oddly enough, a
large book of prints was next to the ashes with its singed pages opened to
the portrait, Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We
Going? The detective on duty stopped to admire Gauguin’s use of vibrant
colors and broad brushstrokes which conveyed the emotional strength of
the three women in the famous painting.
Nevertheless, because of the extremely localized burn pattern and the
glaring lack of any combustible agents, the police attributed the
disappearance of Steven J. Murphy to spontaneous human combustion.
‘Spontaneous human combustion’ was the trendy catchphrase in those days
for any unexplained piles of human ash. The case was closed, and Steven J.
Murphy quickly became a fleeting afterthought in the memories of those
who never really knew him.
Introducing Snow White

~Original Earth, Ice Mountains, 7001~
It struggled to touch the light. The brightness was blinding, yet warm
and inviting. The small figure, having formed inside the gelatinous sac of
liquid nourishment, stretched out a tiny hand to grab the light outside its
bubble of existence. If it could just break free of this clear casing, it could
take the light’s heat into its being. It needed to be warm and wanted to be
free. But first, it had some unfinished business to complete. It forcibly
strained until sex organs popped from between its little legs. This included a
single testicle which, hopefully, was already constructing a healthy zygote
to be deposited later if the opportunity arose. Now it was a he, and he
wanted out of this viscous prison.
With a primal scream, he broke from the sac and burst upon the Earth.
He was now a sentient being with a burning desire to contribute, and it was
time to get started. Except ... his legs were weak and couldn’t hold his
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weight. He collapsed onto the spongy surface of the lab. Luckily, the floor
was soft yet supportive and, best of all, heated. The fluid from the ruptured
sac was efficiently drained away as a soft brush of warm air caressed his
body and dried him. His head grew heavy, and he was unable to hold himself
upright as the urge to sleep consumed him.
“Easy, little haploid,” came a soothing voice from somewhere in the
room. “The strength in your legs will arrive. The weakness is only fleeting.
Bursting is such a strenuous progression. Please do not distress. May you
find warmth and awareness in your new days.”
The words somehow dispelled his fear and gave him a sense of
purpose. His purpose would be warmth and awareness – of course! That
was the human condition.
“The decision has been made,” again the soft voice made the
declarative. “We have chosen a name for you. You will be so very happy. It is
a given name of our bravest and most cherished ancestor.”
He could practically hear the smile in the disembodied voice.
“We expect magnificent things from you ... Snow White.”
The name brought the haploid great honor coupled with an immense
burden. As the millennia of accumulated knowledge flooded his cortex, he
fell into a peaceful sleep and dreamt of the promise of such a distinguished
name – Snow White. He would have much to do and much to contribute. He
would have so very much to learn...
Soft and Hot

~Hillsboro Beach, Florida, 2012~
His watch read 7:00. It was another beautiful morning in a long line of
similar Florida Saturdays. The sun was just beginning to peek through the
palms as Andrew ‘Trace’ Jackson cruised slowly down the Intracoastal
Waterway toward the Hillsboro inlet. This inlet would lead him out to the
Atlantic, where Trace looked forward to another full day on the blue,
trawling for mahi or kingfish. He loved his southern paradise, just as he
loved his Dusky open fisherman with its twin outboard 350s. And just as he
loved his dog, Skiff, a five-year-old mutt made of mostly retriever, a little
loggerhead turtle, and a lot Florida cracker.
Both Trace and Skiff enjoyed the open water and lived for these
weekends when the two fellas could glide the chop to forget their troubles
back on dry land. Trace’s troubles were the typical ones – those tediously
reproductive bills nestled inside his mailbox, a variety of minor addictions to
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pass the time when he wasn’t fishing, the dead-end job with the cable
company, and his eternally rocky relationship with his alcoholic girlfriend
Nikki.
Trace imagined Skiff’s troubles went a little deeper than his own – the
cheeky squirrel living in the tree outside his bedroom window, the empty
food bowl that mocked him long after he’d eaten, and perhaps, that damned
lumpy bed pillow refusing to flatten out no matter how many rotations he
made before settling down. However, it was common knowledge that Skiff’s
biggest problem was his tumultuous love affair with the pure-bred Sheltie
living next door to them – the infamous Parker Posey. Frankly, Parker Posey
was just a pure-bred bitch who enjoyed teasing Skiff with a butt scented in
desire, but a bite denying him the pleasure. Trace often thought Skiff and
Parker’s relationship was purely physical, and so rightfully doomed from the
start. Everyone knew a successful couple needed more than just hot rocking
sex to really make it work. It took way more than simple animal lust to last.
“Doesn’t it?” Trace asked himself.
As they continued idling through the waterway, Trace mused over his
chance meeting with Nikki Phillison that night on the dance floor of a club
called The Bottom Feeter. To apologize for stepping on her toes, he’d
bought her a Captain and Diet Coke, and they’ve been on-again/off-again for
two years since then. He did appreciate her penchant for sushi, Irish pubs,
and gory zombie flicks, especially George Romero and Lucio Fulci. Ain’t

nothing better than flesh eating corpses to get the blood pumping through
your veins. These were all good things, to be sure. However, that’s about

where the similarities ended. Although, the sex was really hot and
rocking...”Shit ... doomed,” Trace muttered. Forget that nonsense, back to the

boat, back to us boys.

These weekends existed for ‘the boys’ – Trace and his dog Skiff – their
boat, their long poles, and the sea. It was why Trace put up with Monday
through Friday. It was how he coped with life, despite all the headaches
back in the real world. Trace, in his early thirties, knew he had some growing
up to do, but he never felt the desire to change. “Why the hell should I?” he
said aloud. “Besides, Nikki isn’t usually sober enough to care what I do on
the weekends, so screw it.”
As the Dusky departed the manatee zone, Trace edged up on her
throttle and pushed the boat to gain the proper momentum needed to
navigate the tricky inlet up ahead. He knew, mostly from the York and Jersey
News, that many inexperienced boaters capsized their shit while trying to
steer through this bouncy channel out to sea. Those chumps must leave
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their balls in a jar and any common sense in their wallets. Timidity won’t
ever catch fish, and it sure as hell shouldn’t captain a boat – no matter how
much paper you bank. “Got that, chief?” Trace chuckled.

The more he felt the familiar sting of the salty spray peppering his
face, the more he craved it. He ticked the throttle up another couple
notches, waiting for that perfect pitch. The first rule of the inlet was not
going too slow, immediately followed by the second rule of not going too
fast. He’d done this a million times, and it had truly become second nature.
The Dusky open fisherman had been a final gift from his beloved
father, Burt. His dad, a retired fireman, had been a large man who really
enjoyed living life, unlike his son who merely tolerated it. But perhaps Burt
enjoyed it a little too much, seeing that he passed away from heart disease
at the ripe old age of sixty-four. It was no surprise to anyone that Burt had
bestowed this fine sea-going legacy to his only son. After all, they’d built her
together. Trace actually re-christened it The Joey, in honor of his dads’
second wife, a bona fide Australian Sheila. Not that being Australian was a
bad thing, but the woman professed to hate the boat as much as she hated
those goddamned water rats lurking around the old boathouse where it was
docked. She referred to the rats as ‘Joeys’ because the monsters were as
big as baby kangaroos in her Zoloft-addled brain.
After Burt’s death, Trace’s daft ex-stepmother got pretty much
everything from the estate, and Trace got the Dusky. So, he’d thought it a
nice touch of irony to rename it The Joey. Not that he was bitter over the
settlement, because he never was a whore for money like some people.
Burt’s widow eventually sold it all and moved back to Darwin. So, in the end,
they all got what they wanted – except for poor ol’ Burt. “Dads usually get
the shaft,” Trace declared out loud.
He gunned the twins, once they cleared the inlet and were beyond the
broad jetty of jagged rocks that extended well past the surf. As they pierced
the massive expanse of blue water, Skiff assumed his regular position on the
bow like a furry hood ornament. The dog’s abnormally long tongue flapped
in the wind, and his eyes watered with excitement. Skiff’s silky red fur
practically radiated with sunlight – yep, he was perfectly canine.
Trace flipped on the Global Positioning System and oriented The Joey
southeast to catch the Gulf Stream. Today would be another ideal day filled
with the promise of a late afternoon fish fry for their efforts. His new
electronic Fishfinder would make sure of that! Nikki was certainly welcome
to have a bite. “If she’s sober enough to chew and swallow, that is,” he
mumbled. “Unlikely ... it’s the weekend after all.”
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Frantically tapping his front paws on the bow, Skiff yapped at the
flying fish skipping across their wake. Trace was always amazed at the dog’s
sea legs. Skiff could perfectly balance his seventy-pound body and never
lose his footing, no matter how rough the ride. However, the dog
instinctively knew when to take a seat – say, when the swells reached a
peak of four feet or more. What a smart beastie he was ... and a loyal friend
– even though his breath reeked of balls and ass.
“What the hell is that all about?” Trace asked his buddy up on the
bow. Skiff’s tail wagged with unapologetic enthusiasm.
Trace listened to the recognizable beeps from the GPS mounted on
the command console and guided The Joey on a south by southeast
heading.
With the perfect pitch achieved, it was time to crank up the volume on
the Deafcon sound system which, incidentally, was a Christmas present
from Skiff. However, Nikki had given him the Jimmy Buffett compilation CD
they were listening to, and that was damn nice of her. She did have a sweet
side on occasion. As the Buffster crooned on about volcano lava coming
down soft and hot, Trace realized he had that familiar feeling in his gut
again. Something was different about this day.
Now that The Joey was on a consistent heading, Trace jammed her
throttle forward and continued traveling south. There was a disturbance off
in the distance. Something was definitely brewing in the water up ahead –
possibly a nice run of king – and there’d be no better place to drop a line.
“Let’s check this out, for shits and gigs. Skiffy!” he bellowed over the
roaring engines. “All aboard Her Majesty’s Royal Navy brig-sloop cruiser, the
HMS Penguin! We’re gonna catch us some seafaring scourge. No one can
escape our massive guns!” Trace smiled. “How I love mysteries of the
horizon – yes, sir, Skiff, we’re going to get us something big.” A little more
throttle and the boys were off on their next adventure.
Digging Painful Trenches

~Amiens, France, 1942~

Josette Legard sat on her bed and stared at her hands – hands that
were clenched into fists so tight, her knuckles turned white. Her nails, with
their polish old and chipped, had dug painful trenches into her palms. For a
young lady, why did she feel like such an old woman? Her mother had
informed her only moments ago that it was time for Josette to leave. And
her mother’s glare from across the room burned into the back of her head.
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“You are a whore, Josette!” her mother screamed at her. “Leave right
now, if you must smoke those disgusting cigarettes. My house will burn
down.”
Why her mother thought Josette a whore, she’d never know. She had
slept with only two men in her lifetime, both of whom she loved. One she
might have even married, had he not died in an auto accident outside
Brussels. And while she liked to smoke, because it helped to focus her
thoughts, did that make her damaged? Perhaps it just made her human.
However, to her mother, any woman who smoked was a whore, and all
whores were damaged goods. Josette mashed her cigarette into the ashtray
near her bed.
Her mother, Apolline, had always been delusional, deranged, and she
grew even worse after the disappearance of Josette’s father. Her father had
been a member of the French Resistance and vanished months ago,
somewhere near the city of Boulogne. Josette loved her father dearly and
missed him so much that it pained her every second of her life. Yet, her
mother was all she had left in this world, so when Apolline lashed out like
this, it hurt profoundly.
“Mama...” Josette shuddered at the thought of another one of these
pointless confrontations. “Please, don’t say those things to me.” Reflexively,
she had spoken in perfect Italian.
“Why do you speak Italian again, Josette?” he mother railed. “Is it
because you fuck so many men from Rome? Soon you will speak German
too. You’ll be Hilter’s little whore as well, huh?”
Josette loved speaking Italian only because it comforted her. At the
academy, she studied Italian literature, and she cherished her time at the
academy. It was the happiest time in her young life. La Divina Commedia had
been her favorite piece of prose, and she routinely compared her own life to
Danté’s journey into Hell – envisioning Paradise beyond her reach just as the
poet had. Certainly her current reality was the true divine comedy now.
After four years of university Italian, Josette preferred the language to her
native French. Perhaps a passing phase, perhaps not ... only time would tell.
On the other hand, her mother had an apparent disdain for the Italian
language and culture, even before the war. Maybe in some way it gave
Josette a small victory to argue in Italian. It was the only thing she could
control when fighting a losing battle against such an irrational person.
“Did you take your medicine today?” asked Josette, this time in
French.
“Ah-ha!” exclaimed her mother, visibly excited by the prospect of
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another groundless victory. “Of course a drug addict would say such things.
You want to kill me, Josette? Why don’t you just turn me over to the
Wehrmacht? They took your papa, so why shouldn’t they take me?”
“No, Mama, I’d never hurt you.” Josette knew arguing was pointless,
but couldn’t stop defending herself. Somewhere, deep down inside, her real
mother must live. Surely, such support and love for Apolline would rescue
the troubled woman from her torment. “I love you,” Josette said, sighing.
Apolline fell silent and turned to leave the room, uttering the final
devastating words to her only daughter, “Leave my house, tonight.” She
slammed the bedroom door behind her.
Josette knew tonight would be nothing different from any other night
that unfolded exactly the same way. And unless she changed the routine,
she could never alter the outcome. It was time to do what she’d put off for
too long. Something must be done about her darling mother – something
drastic.
Josette lived in the town of Amiens, a couple hours from Paris by rail.
She quickly packed a small suitcase and ran a brush through her long,
auburn hair. Stopping briefly to check her make-up in the mirror over her
bureau, she realized how pretty she looked. It had been a while since
someone told her so, and she worried her beauty would be fleeting if her
life didn’t change. She worried the Resistance, where she followed in the
footsteps of her father and the war in general, would take an even greater
toll if it didn’t end soon. But for now, she worried about Apolline.
Her plan was to board the train for Paris and visit Dr. Bontecou.
Hopefully, he was still practicing medicine. After the Nazis marched through
Paris, many doctors were forced into service for the Germans at the front.
Some were executed, and others fled France altogether. However, there
were still a few brave souls scattered throughout the once great city. And if
he were there, he’d know what to do. René Bontecou was a longtime friend
of the Legard family and knew of their problems ... he knew of everything.
Josette paused in the doorway of the tiny bedroom and turned back to
look around one final time. The room was alive with childhood memories
that the war was eroding away. Yet now it was merely a reminder of her
mother’s progressing insanity. She closed the door softly behind her, careful
not to make any noise, and tiptoed down the hall. Perhaps she didn’t need to
be so cautious. Most likely her mother was well on her way to a Laudanuminduced stupor and couldn’t hear the sound of her own voice. However ...
better safe than sorry.
As Josette left the house and headed down the cobblestone avenue,
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she heard the somber bells from the Cathedral of Our Lady of Amiens. Their
ringing sounded more menacing than usual, like the deep, resonant crying of
angels. Josette ran her hand along her side to feel the comforting bulge of
the loaded pistol snuggled beneath her jacket. These days, the only things
she could count on were her pistol and faithful blade. They remained
constants by her side – loyal friends to the end.
Josette pushed the war aside and filled her mind with thoughts of a
new start with her dear mother. “This time I’ll help you, Mama,” she said.
“This time I’ll find an answer.” Indeed, her gut told her this time would be
different from all the others ... very different.
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Chapter 2
Taming of the New

~Original Earth, Ice Mountains, 7005~
“You will not re-enter until you can behave in a cooperative, civilized
manner!” The door slammed shut in their little faces.
The five young males, designated Haploid Assembly Four-fifty-one,
stood in a straight line outside the door of their morning lesson room. Their
instructor, Love Craft, had abruptly sent them out and wouldn’t allow them
back in until they had proven themselves capable of a mature and more
restrained code of conduct. So, once again, they were instructed to stand
quietly in line until granted a reprieve from the hall.
Snow White hated being in the dimly-lit cold stone corridor, mainly
because they hadn’t ascended to full dress at this point in their lives and
wore only simple, synthetic leggings that covered them from the waist
down. And, being just thirty inches tall and weighing no more than twentyfive pounds, it wasn’t long before all the tiny haploids began shivering and
rubbing their arms in an effort to warm up. Snow White quickly missed the
comforting warmth of the lesson room.
This oft repeated punishment would last until their legs buckled
beneath them and their lips had turned beyond purple. But this morning he
was exceptionally eager to get back inside to resume the lecture. It was
more than simply wanting to be warm again, because this particular lesson
centered on Biologics. And more importantly, they’d be dissecting their first
full-grown Grendel.
The group was always arranged with the most industrious haploid at
the front, and so on down the line. As was the norm, the order would be
Snow White, followed by Occams Razor, Stanley Cup, Kama Sutra, and
Bullwinkle bringing up the rear. This was the typical order for HA-451.
“I warned you not to puff a mubble out your snout,” Kama Sutra
whispered, giggling.
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“This coming from a hap that shoves vita-nips up his nose and puffs
them at miserable Grendels,” Occams Razor stated as a matter of pure fact.
“Please,” interjected Bullwinkle. “We can’t go back in until we’re quiet,
and I’m freezing out here.”
“Shut it, mono. This is between binaries only,” snapped Stanley Cup.
“Who needs two names” objected Bullwinkle, “when one is strong
enough?”
“Is that right, Bull-tinkle?” Stanley Cup towered over the much smaller
male. “And are you strong enough to stop me from puffing a mubble on
you?”
“Bullwinkle is right,” said Snow White. “Leave him alone and be quiet. I
wish to resume this lesson right off.” As the unofficial leader of HA-451,
Snow White commanded respect for his opinions from the rest of the
haploids, and Bullwinkle swelled with obvious pride that Snow White’s
opinion now coincided with his own.
Fortunately, they were soon allowed back into the warmth of the
lesson room. “Over the centuries...” Their instructor, Love Craft, had resumed
the lesson as he stood behind a low-rise counter blanketed by a large piece
of gray fabric. The haploids sat quietly on the floor in the communally
sanctioned position of lotus. Because of the recognizable lines, Snow White
and the rest of the group knew full well there was a dead human
underneath the dingy gray fabric, and they were all eager to dive in. “Our
scientific community discovered that genetically defined females could not
be artificially reproduced in the lab as efficiently as males. Ninety-nine
percent of the females artificially grown were barren, mutated, with varying
degrees of insanity, and with relatively short life spans.”
One of the haploids silently nodded his head forward.
“Inquiry number five for Occams Razor,” Love Craft announced,
acknowledging the sanctioned motion. “This is your last for the lesson, so
keep it simple for a change.”
“Why is this, Master Love Craft?” the little haploid asked. “It is
because as the male ingredient physically prevails, it draws the female
ingredient into itself?”
“No,” said Snow White. “The biology of gender determination has
more to do with the subtle dosage of genes. They must be overloading the
mix with–”
“Quiet please,” Love Craft said, quickly halting their free exchange of
ideas. The instructor’s liver-spotted forehead was littered with hundreds of
thin wrinkles each time he furrowed his brow in anger or bemusement. And
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more out of habit than need, he regularly adjusted the tiny octagonal
spectacles that rested on the bony bridge of his pear-shaped nose. “The
answer is clear-cut, Haploid Assembly Four-fifty-one. Splitting the
chromosomes into defined X and Y is far easier to achieve than maintaining
a stable pair of double X chromos. The synthetic pair of X chromos
inevitably break down, causing severe mutations in the DNA structure and
thus, a female monster is created – a living, artificial female atrocity, what
we affectionately referred to as a Grendel.” And with an unsanctioned
flourish of theatrics, Love Craft yanked the gray fabric off the dead body and
threw it to the floor.
Haploid Assembly Four-fifty-one took a collective breath and leaned in
to view the fresh corpse of the Grendel that lay upon the low-rise counter. It
was just as horrific as it was fascinating. The odor of decomposing flesh
permeated the lesson room. All the rest of the tiny haploids pinched their
noses to block out the smell – except for one ... Snow White. He loved it.
“These mutated females did happen to notch out a place in our world
as drones and brute enforcers of societal law,” Love Craft said, continuing
instruction. “Although, most do not live beyond twelve years post-bursting,
which would be the equivalent of eighteen years of full life.” Love Craft
droned on, but Snow White had tuned him out, entranced by the dead body
before them. “And currently, there are less than a hundred normal fertile
females left in the human population. Unfortunately, the gene pool has
gotten incredibly shallow, my little Four-fifty-ones. In fact, so shallow that
most of these viables are only one genetic pedigree removed from one
another. So I ask you, which females are the monsters and which are the
mutants?” He gently poked at the dead Grendel with a slim, retractable
baton.
“Why ... the Grendels are both, Master Love Craft,” interjected
Bullwinkle.
“That was a rhetorical question, suckling,” Love Craft said without
looking up from the corpse. “And you shall gobble soaproot after the lecture
for speaking out of turn.”
Snow White tried not to flinch at poor Bullwinkle’s ill-timed faux pas,
fearing he’d be required to ingest a chunk of foul-tasting soaproot as well –
yet another oft-repeated lesson.
“As you can see,” Love Craft continued. “This Grendel suffered from a
severe disease of the skin and mucosa resulting in numerous blisters across
her sternum, torso and pelvis. However, many of these eruptions appear to
have been sloughing off to form large sores.”
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Snow White nodded his head in proper protocol.
“Yes, Snow White,” said Love Craft, sounding slightly annoyed. “What
is it?”
“Where are the bite marks?” he asked.
Love Craft looked up from the corpse and over his specs.
“Very observant, Snow White. As luck would have it, we discovered
this one long before the rats did. They didn’t even get a sniff! Now, take up
your edgies and approach the counter. I will give each one of you a section
to make your first incision.”
And with that, Haploid Assembly Four-fifty-one did as they were
instructed and cut into the corpse of the miserable Grendel.
All Fluid Objects

~South Florida, Atlantic Ocean, 2012~
Trace throttled down, once he identified the vessel as a US Coast
Guard Defender. The Defender, a twenty-five-foot patrol craft commonly
seen in these waters, was circling the odd swell he’d zeroed in on earlier.
Only it was more than an odd swell. In fact, it wasn’t a swell at all. It was a
bubbling bowl of intermingling rings circling around the center of an
expanding vortex – a violent whirlpool to be more accurate, but highly
unusual nonetheless. There were also slowly twirling elliptical rings on the
outer bands of the spiral that moved in the opposite direction. This would
seem impossible. Simple physics would not allow fluid objects with
dissimilar properties to occupy the same space!
With a whimper, Skiff jumped off the bow to hide inside the step-down
hatch under The Joey’s center command console.
“What’s the matter buddy?” Trace dropped the engines to neutral and
let their momentum carry them forward.
The Coast Guard Defender bobbed up and down on the waves like a
Styrofoam cup in a boiling pot. Trace noticed the craft was unmanned,
unanchored, and gradually being drawn into the intensifying whirlpool. It
was about fifty feet from the vortex, and the distance was closing as the
disturbance grew larger and more violent.
“Good night, nurse, that’s messed up!” Trace threw his own engines
into reverse, worried they’d be pulled into the frothy mix as well. With her
engines growling, The Joey fought against the forward inertia. The boat
shuddered and rattled the fillings in Trace’s teeth. The instrument panel
began to flicker, and the needles on every gauge bounced erratically from
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side to side. Abruptly, the GPS flat-lined, as if dead on arrival, but the
beautiful twins never quit churning and refused to surrender even an inch of
valuable sea.
“What the hell is going on here?” said Trace as he gunned the
Yamahas in reverse. The power of the engines was enough to break them
free from the grasp of the vortex, but it also sent Trace tumbling over the
side. He splashed into the ocean, and the jolt of cold water sent ripples of
shock propelling through his body.
Having emerged from his hiding place, Skiff barked at Trace from
inside the boat. The engines had fallen into neutral, but unfortunately, this
failsafe also let The Joey be pulled toward the swirling tempest. Trace
swam to his boat, which was rapidly drifting back to him. No, not really
drifting, but being dragged toward the violent eddy.
However, Trace wasn’t being pulled at all. He could comfortably tread
water to wait for her to come to him. He tasted blood in his mouth and
figured he’d bitten his lip when he hit the drink. All the while, Skiff remained
on the side rail, barking his fool head off.
“I know, I know. No time for a swim.” Trace calmly reached up for the
gunwale before the boat got by. Just as he got purchase on the rail and was
about to lift himself out of the water, something from behind seized him by
the torso. Luckily, whatever is was got more shirt in its grasp than skin.
“Holy shit! What the hell?” Trace imagined any number of critters
from the deep wanting to snack on his flesh. “Skiff, don’t let me be lunch!”
Whipping his body around to confront this unknown aquatic attacker, Trace
found himself face to face not with a shark, nor a barracuda, not even a
pissed-off octopus, but with a terrified man in a Coast Guard uniform.
Skiff became enraged by this stranger’s impudence and launched
himself out of the boat onto the back of Trace’s attacker. The dog bit down
on a shoulder, causing the man to tighten his grip on Trace’s side. And this
time he got plenty of skin. The stranger tried to speak, but merely gurgled
an incoherent stream of panicked gibberish.
“Skiff, stop! Jesus barkin’ Christ, no!” Trace shoved the angry dog off
the desperate man who was still clinging to him in fright. “Hold on buddy,
we’ll get you onboard. Let me get my dog! Hang onto me.” With his arm now
around the guy’s chest, Trace pulled the Guardsman to the stern of The Joey
while pushing Skiff toward the ladder. Thank god the dude wore a standardissue life vest keeping him buoyant, or it would have been a real struggle for
Trace to do both. Skiff effortlessly clawed up the ladder and jumped back
onboard. With the fur raised up on his back, the dog continued to growl a
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warning. Clearly, he didn’t trust this stranger from the deep.
“It isn’t natural,” groaned the Guardsman. “They ... aren’t real...” He
choked on a mouthful of seawater.
“Just hang on. I’ll get you onboard.” Trace tried his best to calm the
guy down. Yet, the terror in the man’s eyes and the ghostly white pallor of
his skin was shaking Trace’s composure, making it that much more difficult.
“Grab hold and, whatever you do, don’t let go!”
The beaten, fatigued Coast Guardsman seemingly mustered the last
remaining vestiges of his strength just to grab onto the stern ladder. Trace
scurried up the ladder and immediately reached down to pull the stranger
onboard. As Trace hoisted the man up the ladder, he happened to glance
upward. It was then his stomach knotted in real fear. The Joey was
practically inside the swirling, violent abyss ... and the Defender had
vanished.
Images of Treachery

~Paris, 1942~

As if annoyed the journey had ended, the train farted a gush of
indignant steam as it slowed into the station. Josette smoked a quick
cigarette at the top of the car steps while awaiting the right moment to
disembark. She planned to hop off as soon as the train slowed enough, to
avoid the Nazis stalking the station just ahead. She knew she could easily
move around the countryside without being recognized as the threat she
actually was. After all, she was young and beautiful – no threat at all, really.
The Nazis never stopped to think what a young woman could achieve,
once supplied the proper incentive while possessing the talent to back it up.
They were too blindly concerned with the big picture of conquest to notice
even the smallest holes in the woodwork. Those small holes were sure
signs of a rotting foundation, yet they still couldn’t see them.
Josette was early in her career with the Resistance, but rapidly on the
rise within its ranks. In just a few months, she had single-handedly killed
twenty-six of the enemy. Her contribution from which she drew the greatest
satisfaction had to the destruction of a Nazi supply train and captured fuel
depot. The last Nazi she killed was at that damn depot. He must have heard
her footsteps coming up behind him and turned around at the most
inopportune moment. However, looking into her big emerald eyes, the
soldier foolishly lowered his rifle, appearing totally smitten as she drew her
blade and sliced cleanly across his throat.
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“The folly of all follies is to be lovesick for a shadow,” Josette
whispered into the dying man’s ear to ease his transition into the afterlife.
She fantasized that the soldier died in her arms, mistaking the warmth of his
own blood as the rush of new love. “May you burn in hell.” She left him with
this parting shot just as the soul departed the body.
Josette learned never to take foolish chances. Her ability to slink
around the wolf’s den without being perceived as a threat had been
invaluable to the Resistance. But this advantage could end at any time, and
for any reason. This was war, and the only way to survive was by being
overly cautious and properly shrewd. She could only hope her father had
gone down fighting, because he was the smartest man she knew. He would
never have made a careless mistake by blowing his cover. Hell, maybe he
just grew tired of it all and finally let go. She often felt the same way –
ready to let go. There must be something else out there ... something more
meaningful to give her life raison d’être. Any validation for this miserable
existence would console her immeasurably – anything at all.
“Let’s call a cat, a cat.” Josette stomped her discarded cigarette on the
step of the train. “Abandon all hope, ye who enter here.” She picked up her
suitcase, jumped from the car, and scurried under the nearest turnstile.
Hiding among the shadows, she quickly blended into the jumble of people,
luggage, murals, and bulletin boards of the busy train station. The three
Nazis inside the station maintained a halfhearted watch and were totally
unaware of the covert personage creeping behind their vision. With
footsteps no louder than those of a dove, she easily sneaked past them. And
like a ghost, she slid through the slowly closing double doors, out to the
deserted streets of Paris.
Street lights began to flicker to life as dusk gave way to evening. It
was the time of day when it was difficult to distinguish between the dog and
the wolf – when Josette was at her most dangerous. Staying lost in the
shadows, she turned a corner to make her way toward the center of town,
where she’d find the office of René Bontecou. It was all very dangerous but,
of course, all very necessary.
The blade tucked into her stocking suddenly cut into her thigh. In fact,
she felt a strong tug from her pistol too. Her comrades were talking to her –
warning her. Both weapons fought against their restraints as if wanting to
leap from underneath her clothing. The sinister sensation was so tangible,
so corporeal, that she doubted her own sanity. In the alley, Josette spied
some nasty looking SS heading her way. She decided the best way to shake
herself free of any threat, both real and imagined, was a change of direction.
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She ducked into a random doorway, past the dingy green door that led
her down a narrow hallway and into a darkened tavern. The establishment
was one of those typical, intimate French taverns perfect for secret
meetings between spies or lovers. The darkness inside enveloped her like
an embrace, both comforting and smothering. Josette had to pause to allow
her eyes time to adjust to the gloom.
“Mademoiselle?” A masculine voice came from the dark silhouette in
the back of the room. “Mademoiselle, please. You must turn around in order
to see.”
“Pardon?” Josette spun around to find herself standing in front of a
trifling, scarcely lit stage. Again, the weapons on her body bit at their
restraints, screaming to be set free. At last her eyes adjusted enough to
make out what was happening on the stage. She stood transfixed by what
she saw. Dropping her suitcase to the floor, she watched the scene unfold in
horror.
Josette felt dizzy as she gazed spellbound by the figure of her missing
father, who stood upon the stage inside the seedy, little tavern. The specter
of him was so convincing. Yet ... it couldn’t be him. Maybe it could be him ...
only ... those eyes weren’t the brilliant blue she remembered. Those eyes up
there were dull and lifeless. And his once thick head of hair was now grayed
and matted with dirt and dried blood. Josette could faintly see the shell of
her beloved father, except ... his handsome face looked much too gaunt, as if
any hint of the man’s spirit had been drained away. And most disturbing of
all, outlining the body of this poor soul was a sickly aura of putrid yellow like
a halo of decay. The man up on that stage seemed so sad. He just stared at
her – pleading through his suffering.
“Mademoiselle,” the voice in the back of the room directed her. “You
must talk to him.”
“This isn’t my father. This can’t be him,” Josette stuttered, reeling from
the emotions flooding through her.
“But it is him,” continued the soft, deep voice behind her. “And he
needs you.”
The grisly apparition suddenly reached out a decomposing right hand.
Its fingers were nothing but amputated stumps of gangrenous flesh, and
smoke rose from each exposed knuckle. Josette whiffed the rancid bouquet
of burnt muscle and tissue.
“Ja ... zeh.” Its voice cracked as it strained to speak through desiccated
vocal chords.
“Papa?” She felt herself being drawn to the grotesque form, even
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though her rational mind couldn’t fully accept the reality before her. “How
can this be?”
“Joo ... seth.” The ghoul managed to speak her name somewhat
clearer this time. However, Josette noticed something else not right about
this imposter. Its eyes were secreting an unusual fluid that wasn’t anything
close to tears or even blood. It was more of a syrupy amber pus – perhaps
from corrosion inside its buckled skull. “J’she ... pleeee...” Spitting out dust, it
muttered a few more mangled words. “Tade m’ han.”
“This isn’t natural.” She struggled with her composure.
“Nothing is more natural than the love of a father for his child,” the
dark voice in the background calmly affirmed.
“Jo’sh ... muh ga naw. Tade ... mmm ... han.” With its right hand
reaching out for her, Josette’s mummified father took a step toward the
edge of the tiny stage, yet would not come down. “Pleee...”
“You’re not my father!” Josette was full of conviction, although tears
belied her confidence.
“He is your father, mademoiselle,” the voice behind her said a bit
louder. “He needs you to be strong. Please take his hand and go with him.”
“But my father is left-handed!” Josette stepped back and turned to
face the mysterious voice. “Who is pulling the strings on this sinister
puppet? You are the true threat!”
She was primed to strike at the actual menace sitting in the back of
the little tavern when the shunned specter on stage exploded in a flurry of
caustic debris and withered entrails. Josette flew to the corner with her
anxious blade in hand. The edge of the knife already ran red with the blood
from her own leg, but it wanted to taste the blood of a stranger. The blade
demanded the throat of her enemy and wouldn’t rest until rewarded.
Josette was now the puppeteer, and together they’d put an end to this
freakish puppet show. “You will discover that I don’t like to be played!” she
snarled.
In a blind rage, she tore across the room, intent on silencing the
shadowy voice. Throwing tables and chairs from her path, she could see his
silhouette seated at a small table in the corner of the tavern. However, this
brazen individual never flinched. Apparently, he didn’t feel endangered by
the obvious locomotion of death barreling toward him. This casual
indifference made Josette’s blood boil. She’d force him to respect her with
his last dying breath!
Reaching the little round table in the corner, she grabbed the stranger
by his throat. However, the man never recoiled from the assault, but stayed
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abnormally calm. Now even more infuriated, Josette raised her knife to
slash at him with all the anger welled up inside her. But before the blade
could execute its purpose, the veil of shadow lifted from the room, and the
light revealed the face she was about to cut to pieces.
It was the face of her father. It was the face she remembered ... clean
and beautiful. His sparkling blue eyes danced at the sight of her, and his
handsome face was full of life as it was in the days before the war.
“Come to me, my angel,” he said in his rich, reverberating voice – the
same soothing voice that had sung to her when she was a child during many
a sleepless nights.
Josette’s heart leapt in her chest as she lost the strength in her legs.
After dropping the knife on the table, she fell into his arms. “Papa, please be
real.” Josette allowed her tears to flow without restraint. She was a little girl
again and safe in the arms of her hero.
“I’m very real, my darling,” he whispered as he held her to his massive
chest. Her precious father caressed her head while brushing ghoulish
remnants from her auburn hair. “It is all real,” he said, “but not in the way
you are prepared for...”
The last thing Josette remembered was the excruciating rush of
electricity paralyzing her nervous system. She stiffened as erratic flashes of
blue light popped across her vision. The pain was profound, and she blacked
out, listening to the fading rhythm of her father’s heartbeat ... or perhaps it
was her own. She blacked out before she could decide.
*****
Josette Legard disappeared from that seedy little tavern inside
occupied Paris. She departed her beloved, war torn France and left mother
Earth. The few traces that remained of her were a bloody knife, a loaded
pistol, and a perfectly stacked pile of human ash.
The waiter would clean up the mess once he reported for work, which
wouldn’t be for another six hours when the tavern actually opened. He’d
eventually give the unclaimed suitcase to his grateful wife.
Beyond the Dog Nose

~Florida, Atlantic Ocean, 2012~
Blood from the Guardsman’s nose, mouth, and ears stained the white
deck of The Joey a miserable pink. Trace grabbed a towel from his captain’s
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chair and wiped the stranger’s face, attempting to stem the vigorous flow.
He noticed the man’s finger tips were just bloody stumps. It wasn’t that his
fingernails were gone, but the entire tip of every finger looked like it had
been chewed off.
“What happened to you, buddy? Shark? Did a shark do this?” He tried
to keep his body language composed to avoid distressing his injured
passenger any further.
“They wanted ... to take me,” the man struggled to speak clearly. “I
fought them ... I ... I fought ... my wife ... dead...”
Skiff had stopped growling and cautiously approached the stranger
lying on the deck of his boat. The dog took several exploratory sniffs to
determine friend or foe. Once convinced the man meant them no harm, he
gently licked the Guardsman’s bleeding ear.
“Your wife is what? Who tried to take you?” Trace was mystified.
“None of this makes any sense.”
“So beautiful ... they’re not human. My wife...” The Guardsman’s
consciousness wavered as he sank into shock. The last thing he must have
seen before closing his eyes was a big, wet, twitching dog nose as Skiff
licked his face.
The Joey violently pitched and very nearly capsized. Fishing gear fell
off their mounts and crashed onto the deck. Trace realized he had stupidly
let them be drawn deeper inside the vortex, and they were about to be
pulled under. “Ah, shit!” He jumped to the console, spun her wheel hard over
and jammed the throttle forward. The twins wailed angrily. The stout
engines whipped up a heady froth and succeeded in delaying the inevitable
– at least for a few more seconds. However, The Joey was caught in the
inexplicable trap and escaping it would be tough.
“You’re not taking my goddamn boat, you son-of-bitch!” Skiff scurried
underneath the console to the safety of his regular hiding place again.
“Chickenshit,” commented Trace on his partner’s unexpected lack of cojones.
“Pure chickenshit.”
“She’s dead!” The injured passenger sprang to his feet with adrenaline
evidently coursing through his veins. “Look!” He pointed frantically to his
wristwatch. “See!” Through the shattered crystal, Trace could see the hands
of the watch spinning madly around the dial. “But I won’t go!” The man
backed away with sheer panic in his eyes. “They can’t have me!”
“What the fuck are you talking about dude?” Trace still fought against
the swirling eddy. As he battled the incredible current, he spotted what
appeared to be a large, bright blue rock materializing just under the surface
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at the center of the disturbance. The ocean directly around this glowing
chunk of rock undulated with an intense sparkling, as if a billion diamonds
glinted in the Florida sun at the exact same time. This extraordinary
sparkling was accompanied by an eerie high-pitched hum that emanated
from somewhere around them, but Trace couldn’t tell precisely from where.
“What the hell is all this shit?”
“Them!” The Guardsman made a surprisingly graceful dive off The
Joey and back into the ocean of chaos. With renewed vigor, the man swam
out from the whirlpool’s domain. “Get off of the goddamn boat! It’s drawing
you in,” he screamed over the noise of the increasing winds while treading
water just beyond the fringe of the tempest. “It’s the boat!”
Trace grabbed a safety line and threw it over the side to the
delusional stranger shrieking at him from the ocean. As fate would have it,
the rope hooked the man about the head and arms.
“Lucky throw,” said Trace. He caught sight of his own watch as both
hands spun wildly on its face – hours became seconds as time begun to
unravel around him. “That’s enough of this shit. Nothing is taking my boat or
my damn dog! And I’m not going to let anyone drown either! Pull yourself
back in with the line!” he shouted over to the flailing Guardsman still
entangled in the safety line. “I have an idea!”
“Nothing will work!” The Guardsman struggled to free himself from
the snarled safety line. As The Joey was pulled deeper into the vicious mix,
the nylon rope constricted around his body, and he gulped for air. “Let me
go...”
Trace returned to the console and took firm hold of the wheel. He
could break them free, but it’d be damn risky. He’d have to angle the boat
toward the center of the commotion and then kill the throttle to let the
vortex suck them in. However, once they got to the point of no return, he’d
gun the twins so their inertia could slingshot them out of trouble. In essence,
he’d use the watery trap’s own force against itself. It could work. It had to
work. Traces realized if he gunned the engines now, the Guardsman would
be yanked dangerously behind the boat and probably drown in the process.
“I’m going to have to kill the engines!” He screamed over the bow. “I
need you to either get onboard or free yourself from the rope! I’ll circle back
around to get you!” However, the stranger was too knotted up in the line to
free himself and it looked bad, very bad. “Screw it,” Trace said with resolve.
“I’ve got to do this or nobody will make it! Besides, that thing wants the
boat, not people.” Hopefully, the guy’ll be okay.
“Don’t listen to them! They want it all!” The man in the water took one
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last gasp of breath as he pointed to the sky.
Trace looked up ... and saw them. “Oh, shit,” he said in disbelief as
eight, terrifying waterspouts dropped from an angry, darkened sky. The
furious spouts touched down near The Joey and commenced a twisting
nightmarish dance on all sides of them. Bright blue eruptions of water at the
tip of each spout hopped across the surface like a handful of electrified
stones skipping across a turbulent lake. These tornados were nothing Trace
had ever seen before, and he’d seen a lot in his day. They were too tightly
cyclonic and too perfectly formed to be anything natural. These things were
more ... supernatural. They moved with purpose and aggression. Trace
sensed that the tornados were more than just bizarre anomalies, because
they were so provocative and almost aware of themselves. And worst of all,
they were coming after his boat and his dog.
The malevolent cloud from whence these nasty spouts sprang looked
like the big bloated body of a giant insect squatting above his helpless boat.
It was a terrible spiderlike cloud with writhing appendages of wind that
feverishly kicked at them as the atmospheric creepy-crawly coiled its legs
together to strangle The Joey. The sadistic cloud gnashed its cumulous
teeth with a mad desire to drown him and his dog.
Trace glimpsed the Guardsman just as the poor soul was snatched
into one of the storm’s thrashing legs. The weakened man punched the air in
a futile attempt to fight against the whirling wind. The nylon rope tangled
around him snapped as if made of tissue and, in a split second, the man was
gone. Trace admired his fighting spirit because he went down swinging –
defiant to the bitter end.
The sky flashed with unchecked evil and became dark as night as the
wind clawed at him with all its fury. Brutal gusts slashed at his face with
stinging salty spray. Trace suddenly detested the salt in his face and wanted
it to stop. He’d never before felt such a real sense of doom. However, he
wasn’t ready to give up, and he’d go down swinging too, by God!
“Heezzzzzzzz...” the storm hissed, “...laaaaawssssst.” Trace clearly
heard it. He gripped the wheel and quickly oriented The Joey toward the
whirling pool of supernatural ellipticals. Throttling all the way down, he let
the vortex take them. The boat lunged forward much faster than he
expected. The nearest tornado kicked at the boat as if it sensed the attempt
to escape, and that’s when his hand slipped. He lost his footing and fell,
hitting his chin on the wheel and tasting the bitter iron of his own blood. As
he slammed onto the deck of The Joey, cracking his skull in the process, he
distinctly heard the crunch of fractured bone. Through blurry eyes, he
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looked up at a big wet dog nose as Skiff licked his face in panicstricken
worry.
Out beyond the dog nose, all he could see was a profound blackness
full of stars. The atmospheric spider with its twisting legs must have
consumed them ... he wasn’t sure. The sun no longer shone. There were
millions of stars twirling around The Joey like snow falling on the blackest
night. The boat shook, rolled, and rattled. Suddenly thrown by the force
assailing them, he and Skiff slid across the deck and crashed into the fish
cooler mounted at the stern.
All went quiet.
The space around them spiraled out of control as the stars lost their
individual sparkle to become long lines of iridescent light. His world was
now in a blender. The pain coursing through his body was unbearable as
electrical currents shot up his spine. Through all this agony, he managed to
hug his dog close to his chest. All he could do now was hang on and leave
everything up to fate. That’s when fate decided to take them...
Courtesy of the Galactic Systems Translator

~A Different Galactic Cluster, No Timeline~

“Carps! I really miffled that nooblie – a big sucking miffle, indeed!”
“What happened, Widgit?”
“Loose pedals of lightness is what happened, gum guts. My target
expired in the expanse. The transfer was...”
“You lost him?”
“Yes, he is lost – minced and mottled.”
“But how?
“A smaller craft interfered with the conformal map. Where did it come
from with that stupid man and that stupid red beast? I never heard the
slightest rattle.”
“Oh, Widgit, yet another miffled transfer? My mistress will not be
happy with you. She desired that particular Earthian. He was mitt-picked for
his long shadow of a likened warrior. He would have suckled conflict like
nectar from Rasa’s supple breast.”
“Well, I guess Rasa’s quivering tit will have to wait then, will it not?”
“Hush, Widgit! Sacrilege is dangerous.”
“Their dogma is their downfall. I do not believe such drivel, and neither
should you.”
“Then what about recompense for mishandling the Halcyon, yet
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again?”
“Very funny, you lunatic duffet.”
“I am serious. This technology, so ancient and powerful, requires
recompense for even turning it on. You cannot just reach across the
dimensional fence and come away with nothing but a dingus in your mitt.
The Halcyon does not purpose that way. You taught me these truths. How
can you shun them?”
“Fine, then, moisten me with an idea to realign the miffle.”
“Let the Halcyon retrieve the two bioforms on the interference vessel.
They could not have been tossed too far from the salad. Track the
holomorphic residue of their silly little watercraft and pull them through the
conformal socket. Fate of the first will shift to that of the second. Two for
the price of one!”
“Bunk, deceits, and drivel, you hunk of Moofty dung! You cannot do
that. The lineage of such unfamiliar targets remains a mystery, and there
will be eventuality ripples.”
“Eventuality ripples rule those ill-equipped to fondle the ribbons and
streams of the Halcyon. But we can make sure there will be no butterflies to
effect. Even my own comportment across the fence was a miffled nooblie of
yours, my synthetic friend, to no ill-consequence.
“Yes, I recall the shock on your mug. And you wear those waggish
pajamas still.”
“Widgit ... that is hurtful.”
“Such is all truth. Rattling of hurt ... what if your mistress cracks this
little deception?”
“Well, yes, she would be quite talliwonk if that were to shine
apparent. There would be no more sexy tickles for me on those Tahitian
islands I so enjoy.”
“Bug nuts, man! Sexy tickles would be the least of it! She would
hollow out our husk over such a hoax.”
“But she will never glisten upon our little deception, because you are
champion of the receptor conduits. Operations of the Tertian cluster may
drip honor among humble lambs, but it is so very pedestrian for a gynoid of
Widgit’s exceptional greatness.”
“Which is why I would get all the blame! Carps, you could just–”
“What did you rattle?”
“Nubbins. I meant nothing except we must handle the receptor
conduits with a more caring light. What if these imitation pedals cannot
meet even simple requirements for combat?”
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“What do you care if they blow their last breath in conflict or thrust a
distended paunch as a discarded husk? My mistress measures success with
quantity rather than quality. Anything else is incidental.”
“Granted, those who depart their shell are incidental to them.
Accounting for their superior species is more the mountain of concern.”
“Then we will erase the miffled transfer from inside this sacred
temple and retrieve the Earthian for my mistress – my life, my light, the
reason for my being.”
“Carps, we will do it, Murphy.”
“Thank you, Widgit.”
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